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Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: From being the maverick cop he’s
always wanted to be, Jai is now getting dragged into taking on an even bigger case. Who could be

the would-be-killer of . Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai and his
family celebrate Christmas in the modest home of his grandmother. Meanwhile, somewhere in the

city, a deadly plan is being hatched against the police. Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic,
DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai is being chased by a psychotic killer who is vowing to kill

anyone who gets in his way. He needs to clear his name and catch the killer before it’s too late.
Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai can’t leave the city, but he has to

confront his deadly nemesis and bring him to justice. Despite being on the wrong side of the law,
Jai is still his most favourite cop because he’s able to . Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic,

DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai will use any means at his disposal to catch the killer – even if it
means striking a deal with the mob and becoming . Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic,

DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai and his team must race against time to stop the killer before he is
stopped by them. Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai doesn’t know

what he’ll find when he goes to New York City, but he is determined to find the killer. Dhoom 3
(InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai has been charged with . Dhoom 3

(InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai is determined to stop the killer before he
strikes again. Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai realizes that he can’t

trust . Dhoom 3 (InstaSurrealistic, DVD=Manufacturer) English: Jai is about to embark on .
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